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 Some words have several senses (meanings): 
e.g. “mouse” 



 What if the task is sense-sensitive?  
Example #1: information retrieval (“mouse”)  



 What if the task is sense-sensitive?  
Example #2: machine translation  (“fish”, EN→ES)   
 



 What if the task is sense-sensitive?  
Example #2: machine translation  (“fish”, EN→ES)   
 

fish 

pez 

pescado 



 Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) consists of 
identifying  which sense of a word is being used in a 
text when such word has multiple possible meanings. 

 How? By examining its context. 

cheese 

hole 

trap 

cat pad 

buttons computer 

wireless 

mouse? 



 How? By examining its context. 
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mouse 

SENSE INVENTORY 
(e.g. WordNet) 

mouse 

computer 

pad 
? 

? ? 
? ? 

? ? 

2 

? ? 
1. mouse (any of numerous small rodents typically 

resembling diminutive rats having pointed snouts and 
small ears on elongated bodies with slender usually 
hairless tails) 

2. mouse, computer mouse (a hand-operated electronic 
device that controls the coordinates of a cursor on your 
computer screen as you move it around on a pad; on the 
bottom of the device is a ball that rolls on the surface of 
the pad) "a mouse takes much more room than a trackball" 

INPUT TEXT SENSE-DISAMBIGUATED TEXT 



 Requires a hand-labeled training corpus (i.e. every 
word has been annotated with is correct sense) 

(...) Lorem3 ipsum1 dolor4 sit1 amet4, consectetur2 adipiscing1 elit2. Morbi4 
aliquet2 commodo2 erat1 vel1 iaculis3. Maecenas1 mattis4 risus3 vel1 nulla1 
consectetur2, ut1 faucibus3 metus2 iaculis1. Cras5 in1 aliquet2 odio1. Sed2 
sed2 mauris1 a1 sapien2 mattis4 ultricies1. (...) 

 Training/disambiguation processes similar to those 
of PoS tagging 

 Disadvantages: 
◦ High cost of training data 
◦ Limited: fails with words not present in training data 



TRAINED 
MODEL 

HAND-LABELED 
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SENSE INVENTORY 
(e.g. WordNet) 
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1. mouse (any of numerous small rodents typically 

resembling diminutive rats having pointed snouts and 
small ears on elongated bodies with slender usually 
hairless tails) 

2. mouse, computer mouse (a hand-operated electronic 
device that controls the coordinates of a cursor on your 
computer screen as you move it around on a pad; on the 
bottom of the device is a ball that rolls on the surface of 
the pad) "a mouse takes much more room than a trackball" 

TRAINED 
MODEL 

INPUT TEXT SENSE-DISAMBIGUATED TEXT 



 Requires dictionary/thesaurus (e.g. WordNet-type 
resources) 

 Lesk algorithm (most popular): choose the sense 
whose dictionary gloss or definition shares the most 
words with the target word’s neighbourhood 
◦ Multiple variants 

 Can be combined with supervised WSD 
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mouse 

DICTIONARY/ 
THESAURUS 
(e.g. WordNet) 
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computer 
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1. mouse (any of numerous small rodents typically 

resembling diminutive rats having pointed snouts and 
small ears on elongated bodies with slender usually 
hairless tails) 

2. mouse, computer mouse (a hand-operated electronic 
device that controls the coordinates of a cursor on your 
computer screen as you move it around on a pad; on the 
bottom of the device is a ball that rolls on the surface of 
the pad) "a mouse takes much more room than a trackball" 

INPUT TEXT SENSE-DISAMBIGUATED TEXT 
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